Supplementary Information S1: Precipitation, moisture flux and SST data 27
The precipitation climatology in Fig. 1a is based on the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) 28 3B43 dataset (Huffman et al., 2007) for 2002-2010 at 0.25° grid intervals in latitude and longitude, where 29 TRMM satellite radar measurements have been blended with other satellite data. The climatological moisture 30 flux in Fig. 1a has been computed from the 6-houly ERA-Interim Reanalysis data (Dee et al., 2011) at 0.75° 31 grid intervals in latitude and longitude for the period 2002-2010, in which high-resolution SST data are 32 incorporated into atmospheric data assimilation. The precipitation statistics in Figs. 1c-d are based on 33 rain-gauge measurements at observatories and weather stations of the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) for 34 the period 1950-2012 and on the JMA automated (AMeDAS) measurements for the period 1974-2012. These 35 data were available at JMA Web site (http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/). 36
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Supplementary Information S2: Simulations for a rain event in mid-June 2001 43
In addition to the control simulation (CTRL01) that is designed to reproduce a particular heavy rain event that 44 occurred over Kyushu on June 19th, 2001 , the corresponding seasonal march simulations (SMCH01) are 45 conducted. Each of these simulations was initialized with the atmospheric condition observed at 0000 UTC on 46 June 18th, 2001. As in our simulations of the rain event in mid-July 2012, high-resolution daily SST data for 47 mid-June 2001 produced by the JCOPE reanalysis system 27 were used for the model lower-boundary 48 condition of CTRL01, while the SMCH01 simulation utilizes the daily OISST 28 climatology for the period 49 1985-2004 with 1/4° resolution in latitude and longitude. The SMCH01 runs are designated as "S01MonDD", 50 3 following the convention for the corresponding SMCH for the rainfall event in July 2012. The SMCH01 51 simulation yields qualitatively the same sensitivity of precipitation over Kyushu to SST over ECS as the 52 SMCH simulation for the rain event in mid-July, 2012 ( Supplementary Fig. S5 ), although a substantial 53 fraction of rainfall occurred over ECS and precipitation over Kyushu is thus rather modest. Nevertheless, the 54 SMCH01 experiment suggests that rainfall averaged over Kyushu would have increased by 11-16% if the 55 event had occurred in late July. 56 57
Supplementary Information S3: CMIP5 SST data 58
Since the horizontal resolution and detailed configuration of the coastal boundaries differ from one climate 59 model to another, we did not use simple averaging among the CMIP5 models to obtain the MME field of SST. 60
Instead, it was mimicked by first choosing MIROC5 (see Supplementary Table S1 ) as a representative model 61 whose SST around ECS is found similar to MME. For each of the decades (i.e., the 2040s and 2090s), we then 62 obtained SST at [30°N, 127.5°E] from its value at the neighbouring grid points of a particular model through 63 linear interpolation, before evaluating the difference from the MIROC5 value. Finally, the differences were 64 averaged over all the models before added uniformly to the SST field of MIROC5 within ECS. S01Jun21 S01Jul31 S01Aug10 S01Jun21 S01Jul01 S01Jun01 S12Jun11 S12Jun21 S12Jul01 S01Jun11 S12Jun11 S12Jun21 S12Jul01
